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the great majority of pupils will be spending their lives
in India, most of them in their own provinces, and here
they will need to talk English to fellow-Indians and, to a
varying extent, with Englishmen resident in India. In
talking with fellow-Indians the Indian or provincial bias
is no obstacle to intelligibility; while the Englishman
resident in India soon attunes his ear to the Indian accent
(using the word accent in its popular sense here). There
is the special case of the Indian college student attending
lectures given by English professors. Here it is true he
has difficulty in understanding the lecturer at the start.
But the experienced lecturer makes a point of adapting
his pace and articulation to his students' requirements,
.and is especially careful about this at the beginning of the
session. And by listening to him they gradually acquire
the power of understanding an English speaker for them-
selves. This will prepare the few of them who go later
to England for speaking English with natives of that
country, and in any case it is usually the most intelligent
.and educated Indians who go there for further study.
Consequently it would seem to be false economy to aspire
in our high schools to anything more than a sufficiently
intelligible English pronunciation with an Indian bias.
This does not mean, be it noted, that the insistence
placed in this chapter on the value of a training in
phonetics, or on pronunciation exercises from the
beginning of the course, is misplaced. Some approach
to accuracy of pronunciation is a condition of general
intelligibility, and of attaining those approximations
there are methods wasteful and methods economical.
'The trained phonetician will be acquainted with the latter.
And besides this, ear-training exercises and exercises in
.control and use of the voice provide an invaluable aid to
effective speaking and the appreciation ^of literature,
whether in English or in the mother tongue. And it will
save time and trouble in the end if these exercises begin
young*

